ing them ever since. In this picture-book biography, Rinker introduces "Jinnee" Burton as an ebullient mom who could whip up a drawing on command and spin a good tale to go with it, and since sons Michael and Aris were fascinated with Big Machines, Jinnee followed their lead, observing and studying until she mastered their favorite vehicles. Rinker's narrative is straightforward and at times a tad precious, but Rocco's illustrations steal the show. Anyone even passingly familiar with the Burton canon will appreciate Rocco's close emulation of Burton's work; he goes a step further, though, by casting Jinnee and the boys as players in a story done in her visual style. Jinnee and sons form a close knit group encircled by a toy train track at their feet and haloed by a cloud and sunburst border; Jinnee dances her way across a double-page spread, drawing a steam engine with charcoal while its smoke stack puffs out an illustration from Choo Choo. The book's discussion of The Little House is surprisingly poignant, since Michael and Aris cheer the relocation of the damaged pink cottage ("'That truck is the hero!' 'A truck saved the day!'"), and Jinnee realizes they've missed the point to her parable of urban encroachment ("Well, of course they see it that way"). An author's note and a page of photographs are included. EB These five goldfish think "the fish tank is like HEAVEN." They were best friends at the fish store, and now they're best friends at their new home. (They ignore the snail that lives with them.) They swim, gulp, and explore new toys-until one day Lenny gets stuck in the new fairy castle. The angelfish can't save him with her prayers, and the clownfish's jokes don't help, either. It's the shunned snail to the rescue-he pulls Lenny right out of the window he's gotten stuck in. Glitzy digital art brings the fish tank world to life in full-bleed illustrations that exceed the limits of the fish tank itself on pages bordered with scribbly blue water, while other illustrations zoom out to show a little girl cleaning the tank and doing her homework while her fishy friends swim around and around. The story doesn't offer much in terms of plot, but the fishes' cartoonish faces are so expressive and their reactions so exaggerated that kids will be sure to giggle over them-especially when the snail makes his heroic, algae-covered appearance. Though there's not a whole lot of substance here, the fishes' treatment of the snail may be a good entry point into conversations about bullying and friendship. SS Herbert, a cautious young pig, "was not sure about Halloween." It takes a bit of convincing on the part of Herbert's eager, Halloween-loving dad, but Herbert finally decides that this Halloween thing might be worth doing, once he knows that it doesn't have to be spooky, he can dress as a tiger (and roar!), and there's lots of candy involved. As Herbert's dad sews an awesome tiger outfit for him and carves a smiling, non-scary pumpkin, Herbert practices his roar, and on the big night he
